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Soaps Quiz 6

1. In EastEnders, on which day in 1992 did Arthur Fowler begin his affair with Christine Hewitt?

2. Which Emmerdale character poisoned themselves to frame their wife for murder?

3. What is the name of the hotel complex in Neighbours, where the local bar is?

4. In EastEnders, what was Ethel's dog called?

5. Who said, 'Nobody is going to push me around. Not even in this chair'? (Emmerdale)

6. Which royal appeared on Coronation Street in the 2000 live episode, and shook hands with Audrey
Roberts?

7. In Emmerdale, who did cheating Bob have a one-night stand with?

8. Robert Hammond died while having sex with his secretary, so his three sons inherited the family
trucking firm. name the 1970s soap that began with this plot?

9. When Casualty's Caleb Knight said 'You can't actually be expecting us to work those hours, surely?
They're crippling' What did Connie Beauchamp reply?

10. In Home and Away, fictional Summer Bay is mainly set on which Sydney beach?

11. What was the name of the Labrador in Neighbours that had a dream about the sheepdog next
door?

12. Natasha Anderson was the first character to die on Hollyoaks, after she has her drink spiked. Who
played her?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Christmas Day
2. Chris Tate
3. Lassiters
4. Willy
5. (Wheelchair bound) Chris Tate
6. King Charles III (then Prince Charles)

7. Laurel
8. The Brothers
9. Then I suggest Dr Knight, you shock us all and use

your bed for sleeping
10. Palm Beach
11. Bouncer
12. Shebah Ronay

Sphinx Phoenix Soaps Quiz 6

1. In EastEnders, on which day in 1992 did Arthur Fowler begin his affair with Christine Hewitt?

2. Which Emmerdale character poisoned themselves to frame their wife for murder?

3. What is the name of the hotel complex in Neighbours, where the local bar is?

4. In EastEnders, what was Ethel's dog called?

5. Who said, 'Nobody is going to push me around. Not even in this chair'? (Emmerdale)

6. Which royal appeared on Coronation Street in the 2000 live episode, and shook hands with Audrey
Roberts?

7. In Emmerdale, who did cheating Bob have a one-night stand with?

8. Robert Hammond died while having sex with his secretary, so his three sons inherited the family
trucking firm. name the 1970s soap that began with this plot?

9. When Casualty's Caleb Knight said 'You can't actually be expecting us to work those hours, surely?
They're crippling' What did Connie Beauchamp reply?

10. In Home and Away, fictional Summer Bay is mainly set on which Sydney beach?

11. What was the name of the Labrador in Neighbours that had a dream about the sheepdog next
door?

12. Natasha Anderson was the first character to die on Hollyoaks, after she has her drink spiked. Who
played her?
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